DISCOVER
QINGNGUA

Its rocky hills, turquoise waters and captivating landscapes make Qingngua an extraordinary place to explore and learn about the history of the land.

You will discover the spectacular mouth of the Wakeham River, the steep paths to Qulusuttalik and the steep sides of its canyon. The surroundings are full of stories that your guides will be happy to share.

August 23rd to 28th

6 days

1200 $ + taxes per person

The price includes:
• Transportation to the Park from Kangiqsujuaq or Kuujjuaq
• 5 breakfasts, 6 lunches and 5 suppers + snacks
• 5 nights in rustic camps or tents
• Safety gear
• Camping gear (please confirm availability with our team)

Minimum of 2 participants. Contact us for all the details

CONTACT US
info@nunavikparks.ca
819-338-3282